
Would you rather…. 

1 Have flowers growing out of the top of your 
head 

or Have butterflies constantly flying in a circle 
around your head 

2  Walk around for an entire day with 20 large 
spiders on your body  

or Eat 5 large worms 

3  Plan an Easter egg hunt for the little kids in 
your neighborhood 

or Have an egg throwing contest 

4 Get a huge Easter basket filled with candy 
that is not your favorite kind 

or Get a small Easter basket filled with your very 
favorite kinds of candy 

5 Live in a giant animal burrow or Live in a giant bird nest 

6 Have skin that is a green as grass or Skin that is blue as the sky 

7 Have a garage sale to make extra money or Have a lemonade stand to make extra money 

8 Have the ability to decide when it will rain 
during springtime 

or Have the ability to make flowers grow where 
you point 

9 Spend the day planting vegetables in a 
garden 

or Spend a day hiking in the woods 

10 Be a squirrel for a day or Be a bird for a day 
 

11 Be allergic to grass or Be allergic to chocolate 

12 Have a goose that lays a golden egg each 
day 

or Have a bunny that can talk 

13 Have hair like Easter grass Or Teeth shaped like peeps 

14 Would you rather have to wear a jellybean 
stuck in your teeth 

or Walk around with a chocolate mustache 

15 eat ham or Lamb 

16 have to eat an entire 5lb chocolate bunny or Drink an entire gallon of red punch 

17 have to wear a suit of Easter eggs or A suit of Peeps each day 

18 Have to spend the next week dressed as the 
Easter bunny 

or Find 500 jelly beans in your yard. 

19 Have a backyard that has a bounce house or A ball pitt 

20 Live in a tree house Or A castle 

21 Wear body spray that smells like stinky 
armpits  

Or Smelly farts 

22 Have toothpaste that smells like rotten fish Or Tastes like expired milk 

23 Have a giant 500 lb chocolate bunny Or A swimming pool full of bubble gum 

24 Search for 100 quarters in 500 eggs Or 50 dollar bills in 1000 eggs in 5 minutes 

25 Flowers for hair Or  Rain for eyelashes 

26 Wings like a butterfly Or  Feet like a rabbit 

27 Plastic easter grass for hair Or Large plastic egg for a body 

 



Spring camping creature charades 

Bear chopping firewood 

Moose building a campfire 

Raccoon making smores 

Ant setting up a tent 

Squirrel spraying for mosquitoes 

Spider swimming 

Snake roasting marshmallows 

Fox setting the picnic table 

Deer going for a hike 

Fly putting away garbage 

Owl riding a bike 

Fish using binoculars 

Bee fishing 

Frog in a cabin 

Horse sleeping in a sleeping bag 

Rabbit wearing a bathing suit 

Wolf barbequing a hamburger 

Dog with a flashlight 

Bird sitting in a lawn chair 

Beaver singing songs by the campfire 

Crab putting on sunscreen 

Porcupine eating ice cream 

Skunk on the monkey bars 

Moose building a campfire 


